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ABSTRACT 
We examine multi-modal information retrieval from 
broadcast video where text can be read on the screen 
through OCR and speech recognition can be performed on 
the audio track. OCR and speech recognition are compared 
on the 2001 TREC Video Retrieval evaluation corpus. 
Results show that OCR is more important that speech 
recognition for video retrieval. OCR retrieval can further 
improve through dictionary-based post-processing. We 
demonstrate how to utilize imperfect multi-modal metadata 
results to benefit multi-modal information retrieval. 
Keywords 
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INTRODUCTION: Information retrieval from video: 
Speech Recognition and OCR 
Video is a rich source of information, with aspects of 
content available both visually and acoustically. While 
image information can be exploited though content-based 
image retrieval [7], this paper focuses on information 
retrieval (IR) from textual representations of video 
documents. Previous experiments on information retrieval 
from speech recognition transcripts [6] found that as long 
as speech recognition has a word error rate better than 35%, 
then IR is only 3-10% worse than from perfect text 
transcriptions. Similarly, experiments have shown that IR 
on documents recognized through optical character 
recognition (OCR) with a character error rate of 5% and 
20% only degrades by X% compared to perfect text 
retrieval [2]. This paper examines multi-modal IR from 
video documents where visible text is recognized with 
OCR and speech recognition is performed on the audio 
track. We also compare post-processing steps to improve 
the IR effectiveness of the highly errorful OCR data. 
The TREC Video Retrieval Corpus 
In 2001, the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) performed 
the first video information retrieval evaluation [5] using a 
corpus of 11 hours of MPEG-1 encoded broadcast video.  
We report experiments with a fully automatic system on the 
34 known item queries: where the evaluation could be done 
automatically and the top 100 system results were scored. 
The unit of retrieval was an automatically determined 
‘shot’, i.e. a time range between two shot changes such as 
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Figure 1: A sample que
found through OCR 
Query:  
Find pictures of Harry 
Hertz, Director of the 
National Quality 
Program, NIST 
OCR:
H,arry Hertz a Director
aro 7 wa-,i,,ty Program
,Harry Hertz a Director 
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gram strings to match the unedited the OCR transcriptions.  
These n-gram strings include strings with an edit distance 
of 1 character (1 deletion, insertion or substitution) and all 
possible n-gram substrings with at least 3 characters. 
The second method used the dictionary spelling correction 
provided in MS Word. Through a program interface to MS 
Word 2000, an OCR-recognized string was expanded into 
its possible “corrected” spellings. We only expanded OCR 
words that MS Word had flagged as incorrectly spelled. 
This conservative expansion dramatically reduced spurious 
word candidates and avoided false matches. 
Retrieval using: ARR Recall 
Speech Recognition Transcript only 1.84 % 13.2 % 

Video OCR only 5.21 % 6.10 % 
Video OCR + Speech Recognition  6.36 %  19.30 % 
VOCR w. n-gram post-processing 5.89 % 11.81 % 
VOCR w. dictionary post-processing 5.93 % 7.52 % 
Speech+VOCR with n-gram post-
processing 

5.11 % 16.07 % 

Speech + VOCR with dictionary 
post-processing 

7.07 % 20.74 % 

Figure 2. Results for Video Retrieval using Speech 
Transcripts and OCR 
Information Retrieval method and evaluation metric  
Our retrieval used the OKAPI formula [3] in Equation (1) 
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where tf(qw,D) is  the term frequency of  word qw in 
document D, df(qw) is the document frequency for the 
word qw and avg_dl is the average document length for all 
the documents in the collection. 
Because our collection contains only small numbers of 
relevant items, we adopted the average reciprocal rank 
(ARR) as our evaluation metric, as in [2]: 

For a given query, there are a total of Nr relevant items 
in the collection. If the system retrieves k relevant items, 
they are ranked as r1, r2, …, rk.  
ARR rewards relevant items near the top of the retrieval list 
and de-emphasizes relevant items near the bottom of the 
list. Since the formula divides by the total number of 
relevant items for a given query, ‘easier’ queries with more 
answer items are not favored over ‘difficult’ queries where 
only a few answer items are relevant. 
Recall is measured as the number of relevant items found 
over the total number of relevant items. 

Results and Discussion 
The results in Figure 2 show that speech transcripts do 
much worse than OCR in ARR (1.84% vs. 5.21%) but not 
recall (recall 13.2% vs. 6.10%). Combining OCR and 
speech transcripts increased ARR and recall to 6.36% and 
19.30% respectively. The n-gram post-processing improved 
the OCR output to 5.89% ARR (11.81% recall). Similarly, 
dictionary-based post-processing yielded 5.93% ARR and 
7.52% recall. 
Interestingly enough, combining the n-gram post-processed 
OCR with the speech transcripts (ARR of 5.11% and recall 
of 16.07%) did not improve the retrieval effectiveness. But 
the dictionary-based post-processing method, which on its 
own had about the same precision and 40% lower recall 
than the n-gram method, provided a more effective 
combination with the speech transcripts at 7.07% ARR and 
20.74% recall. This is about a 10% increase over the 
previous best combination. N-gram OCR correction 
initially appeared as good as the dictionary method, but 
much worse in combination with speech transcripts, 
possibly due to over-generation of word candidates. 
Overall, the queries presented a very challenging task for 
an automatic system. While the ARR and recall numbers 
seem small, we should note that for about one third of the 
queries nothing relevant was found by any of the automatic 
systems participating in the Video Retrieval Track. 
In conclusion, our most surprising finding is the 
dominating importance of OCR over speech recognition in 
this video retrieval task. This surprise was perhaps due to 
queries that were designed for video documents and not 
merely text transcripts. A possible explanation is that OCR 
text appears directly inside a relevant image, while relevant 
words can be spoken in the vicinity near the relevant video 
clip, but not directly during the target shot. 
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